
Limitations on the number of people who can 

gather in courtrooms can inhibit full participation 

or observation of proceedings.

Key Issues to Address

Obtaining evidence or testimony can be difficult 

when participants must travel long distances.

Transporting inmates to and from a courthouse during 

hearings is costly and comes with a security risk.

Inefficient court hearings and communications 

often lead to adjournments, causing an increase 

in case backlogs.
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CORRECTIONS AND JUDICIAL ARE MORE AGILE ON 
THE DIGITAL PLANE

Virtual Communications Are a Key Imperative for

STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES
The pandemic and the Great Resignation have spurred what was already inevitable: a blended workforce that now 

relies on collaboration technology to keep home and office workers connected. What was once considered a risk to 

business productivity has proven quite the opposite.

Virtual Service Solutions

Communication software, coupled with 

high-quality audio and video devices, is 

helping courts conduct virtual hearings and 

proceedings, and access virtual testimony 

from witnesses and experts. 

The result is that correctional facilities are 

spending less time and money transporting 

inmates to and from court, courts are spending 

less money on resources, such as bailiffs 

and interpreters, judicial properties are less 

crowded, and no-shows have been reduced.

PUBLIC HEALTH IS EXPANDING WITH TELEHEALTH 

Rapid and unbroken communication with allied 

agencies is critical during an emergency response 

situation to minimize risks to personnel and civilians.

Key Issues to Address

First-response teams need to mobilize quickly and 

send/receive timely status updates to effectively 

mitigate dangers like wildfires.

Coordinating police, fire, EMS, towing, and  

specialized personnel, like hazardous material  

clean-up or search and rescue teams in remote 

locations, poses special challenges.

EMERGENCY RESPONDERS ARE GAINING FLEXIBILITY 
WITH VIDEO TECHNOLOGY 

Virtual communication technology ensures that 

your entire workforce can coordinate effectively, 

which improves efficiency and reduces costs. But 

more than that, it results in better staff retention 

by promoting work-life balance and addressing 

workforce demand for hybrid and remote options.

KEEP YOUR HYBRID 
WORKFORCE CONNECTED

86%
of CIOs expect to continue remote work as a standard, 

rather than occasional occurrence.²
of government workers
57%
who can do so would like to work 

remotely “at least part time” and 

would prefer to work remotely 

full time.³

28%ONE-THIRD
of US civil servants will become permanent hybrid workers.4

Remote work and hybrid work solutions are the new normal for state and local government.

POLY CAN SHOW YOU 
HOW TO GET THERE
Learn how to equip your own agency for virtual collaboration and get expert 

advice on how to choose the right audio and video equipment for varying roles 

and workspaces by reading our white paper, A State and Local Agencies Guide 
to Finding and Funding Virtual Technologies.

DOWNLOAD THE WHITE PAPER >
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Business-grade audio and video solutions 

are a key component, making virtual 

collaboration both possible and productive 

for state and local agencies.

of business and HR leaders said 
their organization performed better 
with hybrid work solutions against 
performance and productivity targets.¹

State and local agencies need to broadly implement 

federal health programs across local communities.

Key Issues to Address

Reaching rural locations with public health 

programs can be challenging due to widely dispersed 

populations and transportation limitations. 

When encountering a physical or mental health 

crisis, police officers may need on-the-spot guidance 

from a behavioral health expert.

Virtual Service Solutions

Telehealth is helping public health and 

social services agencies interact more 

effectively with civilians and other agencies, 

both virtually and in real time. For example, 

video telehealth appointments enable 

more efficient treatment and monitoring 

of patients, and video visits allow social 

services case workers to quickly conduct 

check-ins or provide guidance to clients 

while saving time on travel.

Virtual Service Solutions

First responder and disaster management 

teams should have access to the latest 

in video collaboration to better manage 

crises and train personnel. For example, 

teams can receive interactive training on 

important initiatives, such as NARCAN 

certification, without entire units traveling 

to a physical location.
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